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Abstract—A low-inductive half-bridge and gate driver package
with on-package gate and dc-link capacitors is realized by printed
circuit board (PCB) embedding of two GaN-on-Si ICs. While mono-
lithic half-bridge and driver integration reduces on-chip parasitics,
it does not solve the interconnection challenge to external capaci-
tors. This letter solves this issue through advantageous combination
of PCB embedding and monolithic circuit integration. This letter
uses GaN-on-Si power circuits with integrated gate drivers, free-
wheeling diodes, and temperature and current sensors. GaN ICs
are fabricated with thick copper on both sides, which makes them
applicable to commercial PCB-embedding technologies. Thermal
aspects are discussed and electromagnetic simulations used to com-
pare the PCB-embedded package to a bond wire based package. A
PCB-embedded dc–dc converter is operated up to 350 V and 450 W
with up to 98.7% efficiency. 380 V hard-switching transitions show
below 8% over- and undershoot despite over 120 V/ns slew rates.
Parallel platelike placement of silicon flip-chip capacitors above the
gate driver final stage transistors and separated only by a thin PCB
layer increased the gate-loop parasitic inductance by only 40 pH.

Index Terms—Bridge circuits, driver circuits, gallium nitride,
multichip modules, power integrated circuits, printed circuits,
semiconductor device packaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

M
ONOLITHIC integration of circuits and sensors [1]–

[5] in the lateral GaN-on-Si technology increases the
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Fig. 1. (a) Monolithic half-bridge/driver has interconnect parasitics. (b) PCB
embedding of two ICs as half-bridge with on-package gate/dc-link capacitors.

functionality and integration density at low additional chip area

and cost [6]. Monolithic power stages with a single or two half-

bridge transistors and integrated gate drivers have already been

commercialized [7], [8]. However, there are still critical external

interconnections required for the operation of monolithic power

ICs in converters: The gate driver requires interconnection to

external gate supply capacitors. The half-bridge power path

requires interconnection to external dc-link capacitors. In both

cases, the parasitic inductance of this external interconnections

will ultimately limit the switching performance [9]. To address

this challenge, this letter uses printed circuit board (PCB)-

embedding technology to package two GaN ICs in a half-bridge

package with on-package bypass capacitors. This combination

of monolithic circuit integration, package-level integration, and

on-package capacitors simultaneously enables high functional-

ity and low parasitic inductance.

Fig. 1(a) illustrates how a monolithic GaN half-bridge with

integrated gate drivers [4], [7], [10] does not solve the intercon-

nect problem to external capacitors. Furthermore, the monolithic

GaN-on-Si half-bridge on a common silicon substrate requires

an alternative substrate termination due to the common backside

of the high-side and low-side devices, which results in static and

dynamic substrate biasing effects [11], [12]. Additional techno-

logical steps, such as GaN-on-SOI [13], are another way to avoid

the substrate biasing effects, but still do not solve the external

interconnect challenge. Fig. 1(b) shows how PCB embedding of

two discrete GaN power ICs (power transistor, gate driver, and

integrated sensors) as a half-bridge with on-package capacitors

solves two problems at the same time: First, the packaging allows

low-inductive interconnection to gate-loop and power-loop

capacitors. Second, the discrete half-bridge based on two

GaN-on-Si power ICs allows separate substrate-to-source
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Fig. 2. PCB-embedding process flow [15].

Fig. 3. PCB-embedded GaN half-bridge with on-package gate/dc-link
capacitors.

termination, which avoids static and dynamic substrate biasing

effects.

II. PCB EMBEDDING FOR HALF-BRIDGE INTEGRATION

The 3 × 4 mm2 ICs (published in [14]) are based on a 600- V

GaN-on-Si technology [5] and integrate a 85-mΩ power tran-

sistor with an intrinsic freewheeling diode, a push–pull gate

driver, an auxiliary transistor and diode for further functionality,

a temperature sensor, and a current sensor. Fig. 3 shows an IC

photograph and the schematic. The topside and backside metals

of the GaN IC were fabricated with galvanic copper, which

makes them suitable for commercial PCB-embedding processes.

The topside copper is 5 µm thick. The wafer is thinned down to

135µm as a tradeoff between thermal resistance and mechanical

stability.

Fig. 2 shows the process flow for embedding of two ICs in a

two-layer PCB with 70 µm copper.

1) The IC topside is glued with 35-µm-thick nonconductive

adhesive (NCA) to the PCB topside copper layer.

2) Multilayer pressing (with cavities for the ICs in three of

four prepreg layers).

3) First, mechanical drilling of through hole vias between

outer PCB layers outside the IC area. Then, laser opening

of the PCB copper and NCA for the microvias, stopping

in the copper pads on both sides of the ICs.

4) First, copper filling of the through hole vias and microvias.

Then, structuring of the PCB copper layout. Finally, ap-

plying the solder mask and silk screen.

Fig. 3 shows a top view of the PCB package with two embed-

ded GaN ICs and on-package decoupling capacitors for the gate

loops and the power loop. In the bottom view of the package,

the thermal pads and power-stage connections are visible. The

package dimensions are 12 × 12 mm2 with a thickness of

420 µm. The pad layout is compatible to a quad-flat-no-leads

(QFN) package with 80 pins and 0.5-mm pitch. An embedded

chip-QFN package approach was also proposed in [16]. The

Fig. 4. PCB-embedded half-bridge with on-package gate/dc-link capacitors.
(a) Schematic of integrated circuit. (b) On-package gate-supply capacitors for
low-inductive gate loop. (c) On-package dc-link high-voltage capacitors for low-
inductive power loop.

pads for the power stage and driver (on the high side, rotated

pin-out compared to low-side) are labeled in Fig. 3, and further

pins access further integrated circuits, such as temperature and

current sensors and auxiliary devices.

This letter uses the “ET Microvia V1” embedding technology

from Würth Elektronik CBT with the process flow from [15],

which is also adapted in [17]. While the dielectric strength of

the NCA layer itself is initially sufficient as high-voltage isola-

tion [18], further possible failures of PCB-embedded packages

from resin densification [18], humidity, or delamination [19]

should be further studied. In addition to the gluing of the ICs

in the package, the mechanical stability of the thin package is

improved by the high number of microvias on both IC sides and

the vias outside the IC area inside the PCB package. Neverthe-

less, mechanical reliability tests should be performed. In [16],

good mechanical stability of even thinner embedded ICs in a

comparable process is reported.

III. ON-PACKAGE GATE AND DC-LINK CAPACITORS

Fig. 4(a) shows a schematic of two GaN ICs in a PCB-

embedded package with gate and power decoupling capacitors.

The schematic shows that all critical switched-current loops are

closed within the package, which minimizes parasitic intercon-

nect inductance. Fig. 4(b) illustrates how the on-package gate-

supply capacitors are placed directly above the pads of the GaN

IC’s integrated gate driver, minimizing gate-loop inductance.

Fig. 4(c) shows how an on-package dc-link capacitor is placed

close to the half-bridge ICs. As on-package gate-loop decoupling

capacitors, silicon chip capacitors (Si-Caps., 10 nF, 11 V, Mu-

rata UBSC.935152492510, 0201M) are used and mounted in a

flip-chip assembly directly above the embedded ICs. Additional

multilayer capacitors for the gate supply are placed at the edges

of the package (10 nF, 10 V, X7R, 0201). As on-package dc-link

decoupling capacitor, a multilayer ceramic capacitor is used

(33 nF, 630 V NP0, 1210). In [3], on-package power-loop capac-

itors are also used for a GaN-based PCB-embedded multilevel

converter.

IV. PARASITIC INDUCTANCE

The parasitic inductances of the PCB-embedded module and

a wire-bonded module [14] were simulated (Momentum EM

simulation, S-parameters, 100 MHz), and the results are shown
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Fig. 5. Parasitic inductance of (a) PCB-embedded half-bridge with ceramic
and Si on-package capacitors and (b) wire-bonded DCB module [14].

TABLE I
PARASITIC POWER LOOP AND GATE LOOP INDUCTANCE

in Fig. 5. The ICs per se are large parts of the power loop

and the integrated driver layout and the power transistors have

on-chip inductance. Thus, a full flattened IC layout (transistors

in ON-state) is cosimulated as nested technology. Table I lists

the total loop inductances and shows the assembly-specific

partial inductances thereof in percent (DCB: bond wires, PCB

embedding: microvias, and PCB metal above the drain and

source pads). The ICs themselves contribute 44% of 2.22 nH

power-loop inductance in the PCB-embedded package (39% of

2.64 nH on the DCB). While all power-loop bond wires sum up

to 0.63 nH (DCB assembly), the micro-via interconnect in the

PCB-embedded package adds only 0.17 nH. The on-chip driver

with wiring to the power transistor contributes 1.8 nH (pull up)

and 0.86 nH (pull down) to the gate loop. The interconnections

to the nearest capacitor increase the gate-loop inductance further

by 89% (pull up) and 256% (pull down), whereas the PCB

embedding adds only 8% and 5%.

The slightly different placement of the pull-up and pull-down

Si-Caps. affects the gate-loop inductance differently: The place-

ment of the pull-up capacitor outside the IC area adds 0.14 nH,

whereas the placement of the pull-down capacitor above the IC

adds only 40 pH. Furthermore, the traces of the PCB package

above the IC increases the electromagnetic coupling, reducing

the inductance of the pull-down transistor by 6%.

The packages of the used capacitors add further series in-

ductance (ESL), which is indicated without values in Fig. 5.

From datasheets, the ESL is around 100 pH (Si-Cap.), 120 pH

(0201 MLCC capacitors, PCB package), 300 pH (0402 MLCC

capacitors, DCB package), and 1 nH (MLCC dc link).

Segmentwise inductances were extracted by dividing the

closed loops in successive parts. Mutually coupled inductances

are substrated from the remaining loop segments from each

segment’s self-inductance. This method causes the sum of all

Fig. 6. Hard-switching transitions without inductor at 380 V input voltage.

segment inductances to match the total loop inductance. All

parasitic inductances are simulated, and the PCB-embedded

power-loop inductance is additionally measured (LCR meter,

2 MHz) as 2.35 nH (2.22 nH sim.) for verification.

V. EMBEDDED HALF-BRIDGE CONVERTER OPERATION

The PCB-embedded package with on-package capacitors is

soldered onto a ceramic substrate. The hybrid assembly ap-

proach combining PCB embedding, a ceramic, and on-package

passive components is also realized in [20] with external Si-

based gate drivers and discrete GaN transistors. This letter

embeds a GaN power IC, which provides a gate driver and other

functionalities. The embedded subassembly was soldered to a

dc board [see Fig. 7(b)]. A dual-input predriver circuit from [21]

was used. To adjust the switching speed, the predriver gate

resistor which drives the pull-up transistor RG,PU (see [21])

is varied. This section uses only MLCCs as on-package gate

capacitors. Fig. 6 shows measured hard-switching transitions

at 380 V input. No inductor is connected to the half-bridge,

which allows characterization of hard-switching transitions for

both the high-side and low-side transistors. ForRG,PU = 470Ω,

clean switching with −8% and +6% undershoot and overshoot

is measured, despite high maximum slew rates of +122 V/ns and

−150 V/ns. The slew rate increased to +142 V/ns and−174 V/ns

for RG,PU = 220Ω, and measured overshoot and undershoot of

+9% and−12%. Fig. 6 also shows a higher overshoot above 18%

for the bond-wire module from [14] (the faster switching is from

a slightly different driver). Despite high slew rates, the measured

gate voltages in Fig. 6 show negligible parasitic coupling into

the OFF-state transistors, which avoids shoot-through conditions

with a high margin. The measurements in Fig. 6 are at room

temperature, and due to the high gate–source voltage margin, a

stable switching operation is expected also at elevated tempera-

tures. Even though the Schottky gates used in this letter are not

as susceptible to overvoltage or threshold-voltage shift as p-GaN

gates, no severe gate–source overvoltage is observed in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7(a) shows the measured dc–dc converter efficiency up to

450 W and 350 V (50% duty cycle, 65 kHz, 50-ns deadtime, hard

switching). At 300 V, 0 A, the switching frequency was varied to

42 and 100 kHz, both increasing the power loss. Loss estimation

at 300 V, 2.5 A amounts to 30% inductor core and winding

losses, above 15% from dynamically increased ON-resistance,

below 10% switching loss, including COSS-related loss, and

unaccounted losses (leakage currents, the setup, and ESR of

the dc capacitors).
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Fig. 7. (a) DC–DC converter efficiency. (b) Module and thermal image.

VI. THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS

An array of 332 copper-filled microvias (100 µm diameter)

per IC connects the two large thermal pads (see Fig. 3) through

the 65 µm thick prepreg to the two IC backsides (22% fill

factor). The calculated [22] thermal resistance of each IC from

the channel to the backside of the IC is 0.08 K/W, and increases

by 0.14 K/W from the PCB-embedded package (micro-via ar-

ray and thermal pads). The PCB package was soldered to a

0.3 mm thick AlN ceramic substrate and attached by thermal

paste to a baseplate (controlled elevated temperature of 50 ◦C).

A dc current of 10 A was forced through both transistors in series

in ON-state to cause 19.6- W heating power [intentionally higher

than the highest power loss during dc–dc converter operation

in Fig. 7(a)]. A thermal image in Fig. 7(b) shows an average

case temperature increase of 30.5 K [measurement positions

in Fig. 7(b)], which is a thermal resistance of 1.56 K/W. Even

though the absolute temperature increase is still low, the mea-

sured thermal resistance (which also includes the attachment

to the baseplate) is significantly higher than the calculated

contribution of the IC and PCB package. The thermal measure-

ment is interpreted as in [22] to mean that the PCB-packaging

technology itself is not the limiting factor when using a dense

array of copper-filled thermal vias.

VII. CONCLUSION

The GaN-on-Si technology enables monolithic integrated

power circuits, such as gate drivers and half-bridges, but does not

solve the interconnection to external capacitors, which are part of

the critical gate and power loops. This letter solves this challenge

by combining monolithic integration with advanced packaging:

The combination of GaN power ICs, PCB embedding, and

on-package decoupling capacitors is a viable solution to unleash

the full switching capabilities of wide bandgap semiconductors

up to the power converter level.
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